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1. INTRODUCTION

This report documents the software modeling, analysis, architecture, and design of VIPANI is a
generic Electronic Business Exchange, which offers a wide variety of business models and en-
ables buying agents and selling agents to meet,  choose/setup a business model,  and transact
business and do commerce in secure way.  UML (Unified Modeling Language) has been used in
VIPANI modeling.  The key features of VIPANI architecture and design are extensibility, reusabili-
ty, robustness, and scalability. These features have been achieved through the use of best prac-
tices in software engineering such as design patterns. 
 
This report  is  organized as follows.  Section 2 presents  the requirements definition for  VIPANI
where we crystallize four top level requirements. Section 3 is devoted to object oriented analysis of
VIPANI. In this section, the software requirements specification is presented first, followed by a de-
tailed use-case model, accompanied by a description of the use cases. This is followed by a do-
main analysis where an analysis level class diagram is presented. Sequence and collaboration di-
agrams are presented next. In Section 4, the discussion is centered on VIPANI architecture. Sec-
tion 5 presents the design model in the form of a design level class diagram. The emphasis in this
section is on the use of the following design patterns: Abstract Factory, Strategy, Observer, Single-
ton, Mediator, Composite, Decorator and State. In Section 6, component and deployment models
are presented.

2. REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION

In this section, we present a crisp requirements definition for VIPANI, starting with a goal.

Goal: VIPANI is a generic Electronic Business Exchange , which offers a wide variety of business
models and enables buying agents and selling agents to meet, choose/setup a business model,
and transact business and do commerce in a secure way.

2.1 TOP LEVEL REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION

RD 1 Traders can register with VIPANI and participate in trading. Traders can choose one
of the several business models that are offered by VIPANI or can define their own



business models.
RD 2 A potential seller registers with VIPANI and provides information on the product(s) he

would like to sell and chooses a business model. This could be a forward auction, re-
verse auction, or an exchange, etc. As soon as the seller registers, VIPANI will do a
variety of things such as matching him to potential buyers or matching (aggregating)
him with other potential sellers, etc, as entailed by the business model.

RD 3 A potential buyer registers with VIPANI and provides information on the product(s)
she would like to buy. When a buyer registers, VIPANI will enable the buyer to know
the potential sellers, aggregate the buyer with other potential related buyers, etc, as
entailed by the business model.

RD 4 A "trade" happens where buyer(s) and seller(s) participate and negotiate according
to a chosen business model. The trade determines the winner(s). The winning buyer
(s) make the payment electronically and securely to the seller(s).

The above four top level requirements form the basis for the next phase of the process, namely re-
quirements analysis and domain analysis.  
 

3. ANALYSIS OF VIPANI

Analysis is a process of identifying the conceptual items and properties necessary for a solution to
be both correct and proper. Our approach partitions the analysis process into two phases: Re-
quirements Analysis and Domain Analysis. During the requirements analysis, we reformulate and
expand an informal set of requirements into a more formal description. This transformation is done
gradually through use cases. Use cases offer a systematic and intutive way to capture the func-
tional requirements with particular focus on the value added to each individual user or to each ex-
ternal system. Use cases play a key role in driving the rest of the development work and that is the
important reason for their acceptance in most approaches to modern software engineering. 

3.1 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION

We expect VIPANI to have the following users:

1. Buyer(s) 
2. Buying Software Agent(s)
3. Seller(s) 
4. Seller Software Agent(s)
5. Monitor

The user requirements are captured below:

SR 3.1.1      Buyer  

SR3.1.1.1 Buyers must be able to register with VIPANI
SR3.1.1.2 Buyers must be able to login, change details, and browse ‘relevant’ parts of the sys-

tem.  
SR3.1.1.3 They should be able to check the status of bids placed by them. 
SR3.1.1.4 They should be able to create new auctions, and modify the rules of a predefined auc-



tion before it has started. Or choose an existing business model offered by VIPANI.
SR3.1.1.5 They should be able to close the auction.
SR3.1.1.6 They should be able to know potential sellers or aggegate with other potential related

buyers, those are  participate in an auction as entailed by business model.
SR3.1.1.7 Winning Buyer has to pay the amount to the seller, securely.

SR 3.1.2      Buying Agent  

SR 3.1.2.1 A buying agent is a software agent capable of carrying out some of the actions on
behalf of the buyer.  Specifically, the buying agent should be able to submit bids on
behalf of buyer; 

SR 3.1.2.2 The services should be offered via secure, authenticated means.

SR 3.1.3      Seller  

SR3.1.3.1 Sellers must be able to register with VIPANI
SR3.1.3.2 Sellers must be able to login, change details, and browse ‘relevant’ parts of the sys-

tem.  
SR3.1.3.3 They should be able to check the status of offers placed by them. 
SR3.1.3.4 They should be able to create new auctions, and modify the rules of a predefined auc-

tion before it has started. Or choose an existing business model offered by VIPANI.
SR3.1.3.5 They should be able to close the auction.
SR3.1.3.6 They should be able to know potential buyers or aggegate with other potential related

sellers, those are  participate in an auction as entailed by business model.

SR 3.1.4      Seller Agent  

SR 3.1.4.1 A Selling agent is a software agent capable of carrying out some of the actions on
behalf of the seller.  Specifically, the selling agent should be able to submit offers on
behalf of seller; 

SR 3.1.4.2 The services should be offered via secure, authenticated means.

SR 3.1.5      Monitor  

SR 3.1.5.1 Conducts Auction in case of Exchange auction (market participants) And notify the
participants.

SR 3.1.5.2 He should be able to add new products to the existing Catalogue.
SR 3.1.5.3 He should be able to remove products from the Catalogue.

3.2USE CASE MODEL
A use case model describes what the system does for each type of user and provides the essen-
tial input for analysis, design, and testing.  It is a top-level view of the system and shows the ac-
tors,  use cases,  and their  relationships.  The actors  are entities  that  interact  with  the system.
From an understanding of the users of the system, we have identified the following actors:  Buyer,
Seller, Monitor. The use cases are complete functionalities as perceived by an actor.



3.2.1    Use Case Diagrams

We have found the use cases indicated in Table 3.1. Figure 3.2 depicts the overall diagram while
Figures 3.2(a) to 3.2(d) detail four important use cases.

Table 3.1 Use Cases Identified

Sl.No Use Case Software Require-
ments traced to Use
Case

1 Register with VIPANI SR 3.1.1.1, SR 3.1.3.1
2 Login (which extends to Change Account Information) SR 3.1.1.2, SR 3.1.3.2
3 Logout SR 3.1.1.2, SR 3.1.3.2
4

4.1
4.2
4.3

Submit Bid
Submit FA Bid
Submit RA Bid
Submit EX Bid

SR 3.1.2.1

5 View Bids SR 3.1.1.3
6

6.1
6.2
6.3

Submit Offer
Submit FA Offer
Submit RA Offer
Submit EX Offer

SR 3.1.4.1

7 View Offers SR 3.1.3.3
8 Create auction rules SR 3.1.1.4,SR 3.1.3.4
9 Browse catalogue SR 3.1.1.2 SR 3.1.3.2

10 Add item SR 3.1.5.1
11

11.1
11.2
11.3

Setup Auction
Setup FA Auction
Setup RA Auction
Setup Ex Auction

SR 3.1.1.4 SR 3.1.1.6
SR 3.1.3.4 SR 3.1.3.6
SR 3.1.5.1

12
12.1
12.2
12.3

Close Auction
Close FA Auction
Close RA Auction
Close Ex Auction

SR 3.1.5.1 
SR 3.1.1.5 SR 3.1.3.5

13
Notify

SR 3.1.1.4 SR 3.1.3.4
SR 3.1.5.1

14 payment SR 3.1.1.7



Figure 3.2 Use case Diagram for VIPANI



Figure 3.2(a) A use case diagram for "setup auction" use case

Figure 3.2(b) A use case diagram for "bid' use case

Figure 3.2(c) A use case diagram for "offer" use case



Figure 3.2(d) A use case diagram for "closeAuction" use case

3.2.2 Use Case Descriptions

 1. Register Use case

     a. Main Flow
      i.  The user enters the details(like Name, Login, Password, City, E-mail-id, ....). (E1)
      ii.  User registers either as buyer or seller.

b. Alternate Flow
      i.  E1: If the Login already exists or both the Passwords doesnot match, the system
takes the user back to the Register page.
      ii. E1:If all the details are not provided, the system takes the user back to registra-
tion page.
     

 2. Login Use case
 a. Assumptions

 i. The user is already registered in the system as a Buyer /Seller/Monitor.( User
Registration may be an off-line process)

 b. Main Flow
 i. The User enters his/her User name and password.
 ii. The System determines whether the particular user is registered. (E2)
 iii. If the user is registered, the system determines his category (e.g., Buyer, Seller,

Monitor).
 iv. The system displays the corresponding interface for the particular user catego-

ry.
 v. For each user the system allows him/her to change his profile as part of his in-



terface in all the pages that follow. (E3)
 c. Alternate flow

 i. E2: User name/ Password are incorrect. The System takes the User back to the
Login page and prompts for a re-login.

 ii. E3: Inputs are invalid.
 iii. The System provides the parameter input interface again for correcting his in-

puts.

 3. Logout Use Case
 a. Main Flow

 i. The User Exits
 ii. The system persists the user activity history.

 4. Setup New Auction Use case
 a. Main Flow

 i. The buyer/seller/monitor chooses to setup a new auction.
 ii. He chooses the product(s) to be auctioned from the catalog of products.
 iii. He sets the rules for the auction.
 iv. He sets the Starting/Closing Date/Time of the auction.
 v. He chooses the algorithms for determining winners and price.

 5. Bid Use case
 a.  Main Flow

 i. The buyer provides the information on the products he would like to buy.
 ii. He chooses a business model offered by VIPANI or define his own business

model
 b.  Alternate flow

 i. If buyer provides invalid information, system takes back to bidding page.

 6. Offer Use case
 a. Main Flow

 i. The Seller provides the information on the products he would like to sell
 ii. He chooses a business model offered by VIPANI or define his own business

model
 b.  Alternate flow

 i. If seller provides invalid information, system takes back to offering page.

 7. Add /Choose Product Use case (uses Browse Catalog Use case)
 a. Main Flow

 i. The buyer/seller/monitor browses through a catalog of available products.
 ii. He selects the product(s) to be auctioned (E4)

 b. Alternate Flow
 i. E4:  Product not present in the catalog

 ii. The monitor creates new product(s) and adds it to the catalog (subject to autho-
rization by Purchasing Management to ensure new products are qualified and
not duplicated somewhere else in the system.).



 8. Create Auction Rules Use case
 a. Main Flow

 i. The buyer/seller sets the limit on the set of winners.
 ii. The buyer sets the limit on the amount he is willing to pay to each winning sup-

plier.
 iii. The buyer sets the limit on the total amount he is willing to pay.

 9. View Bids Use case
 a. Main Flow

 i. The buyer browses the catalog of auctions set up by him.
 ii. The system displays the auction status.

 10. View Offerss Use case
a.   Main Flow

 i. The seller browses the catalog of auctions set up by him.
 ii. The system displays the auction status.

 11. Close Auction Use case
 a. Main Flow

 i. The buyer/seller/monitor chooses to close an auction.
 ii. The system determines the winner of the auction and informs both the

buyer,seller and the monitor (subject to business model) about the details. 
 iii. The system closes the auction and updates the list of auctions.

 12. Notify User Use case
 a. Main Flow

 i. The system sends the message to the users (buyers/sellers).

3.3 DOMAIN ANALYSIS
The information gathered during the construction of the use-cases was used to perform the
object decomposition and build the object structure of the system. 

• Object identification: The key objects identified were: Auction, Bid, Offer, Buyer, Seller,
Item, Buying Agent, Selling Agent, Monitor, Product Catalogue, Auction Rules.

• Identification of relationships: The relationships between major classes were classified
as follows:

o Buyer, Seller and Monitor are a type of users. 
o Bid is a part of Buyer. Offer is a part of Seller. So they strictly fall into Composition

relationship. 
In Section 3.3.1 and Section 3.3.2 we present the interaction diagrams to show how the objects
communicate.

3.3.1 A  Sequence  Diagram
In this section, we present a typical sequence diagram  for VIPANI. Figure 3.4(a), 3.4(b), 3.4(c) de-
pict the sequence diagrams for “login”, “submitBid” and “setup auction” use cases.  Sequence dia-
grams for other use cases can be developed likewise.



Figure 3.4(a) Sequence diagram for “login” use case



Figure 3.4(b) Sequence diagram for “SubmitBid” use case



Figure 3.4(c) Sequence diagram for “SetupAuction” use case

4.   AN  ARCHITECTURE  FOR  VIPANI

Successful systems invariably need robust, scalable and flexible architectures. In this phase the
model that we have developed in the class diagrams is organized into various packages, tiers and
components. The better this organization is, the more successful the system will be. The architec-
ture of VIPANI can be described in section 4.1. The architecture model is technology independent,
model-driven diagram.  

4.1  ARCHITECTURE MODEL 
Architectures of systems are known to be better in most features when they are multi-tiered. The
existence of multiple tiers allows the system to be highly modular and flexible. For this reason,
VIPANI is designed to be a 4-tier system. It has the following tiers:

• The Presentation Layer ( Client)
• The Control Layer (Web server)
• The Business Logic Layer (Application server)
• The Database Layer



Figure 4.1 Architectural Diagram

The Presentation Layer:  This layer is designed to allow the user to access the services offered
by the system. The user is allowed to perform a set of well-defined operations, which achieves the
ultimate  business goal,  such  as registration,  login,  logout,  participating  in  auctions,  etc.  Since
VIPANI allows for software agents to interact with the system, it is possible for users to bypass this
layer while accessing the services offered by the system. However, since the operations allowed
for the agents are restricted, this layer can be considered to be the starting point of most interac-
tions with the system. 

The Control Layer: This layer essentially provides various activities of the system. It is responsi-
ble for access control, directing the requests to specific business logic components and data han-
dling components.

The Business Logic Layer: This is the main layer of the system. The services that are promised
by the system are actually performed here. The determinations of winners and the price to be paid
by the buyer to the winners, management of auctions, etc are some of the prominent functionali-
ties of this Layer. 

The Database Layer: This layer is responsible for handling all operations related to the database
(s)  that  store the information of the system. This layer is responsible for initializing databases,
maintaining the database connections, manipulating databases. 



5.   DESIGN OF VIPANI

Figure 5 shows the design level class diagram evolved from the analysis level class diagram. This
diagram is developed by concentrating more on the Business Logic rather than the Persistence
Mapping, or User Interface. 

Figure 5.  Design Level Class Diagram for VIPANI



5.1 DESIGN PATTERNS 
The following design patterns were found to be apt for VIPANI :

Abstract Factory Observer
Singleton State
Composite Strategy
Decorator Mediator

5.1.1 Abstract Factory

Intent: Provide an interface for creating families of related or dependent objects without specifying
their concrete classes.  Figure 5.1 depicts the Abstract Factory pattern where the Auction object
instantiates the corresponding factory depending on the auction type.

Participants

• Auction  object  uses the interfaces declared by  Auction, Bid,Offer , Rules  and
notifier classes.

• Auction declares an interface for operations that create Bid,Offer and Rules classes 
• ForwardAuction,ReverseAuction and Exchange implements the operations such as

CreateBid(),CreateOffer(), CreateNotifier() and CreateRules() to create
corresponding Bid,Offer,Notifier and  Rules

• Bid,Offer,Notifier and Rules declare an interface for FABid, RABid,
EXBid  and FAOffer,  RAOffer,  EXOffer  and   FANotifier,  RANotifier,
EXNotifier  and FARules, RARules, EXRules respectively.

Figure 5.1 Abstract Factory Pattern



5.1.2 Strategy 

Intent: Define a family of encapsulated algorithms and make them interchangeable so each algo-
rithm can vary independently from the clients that use it.

For determining the winners and price to be paid by the buyer to the winners, there are several al-
gorithms  for  each  auction  mechanism.  For  example,  a  winner  determination  problem  can  be
solved using many algorithms. Thus, Strategy pattern can be used for dynamic switching between
these algorithms.

Figure 5.2 depicts the strategy pattern where WinnerDeterminationStrategy offers an inter-
face in the form of the method determineWinners() common to all algorithms. WinnerDeter-
mination calls one of these algorithms dynamically. 

Figure 5.2 Strategy Pattern

5.1.3 Decorator

Intent:  Attach additional responsibilities to an object dynamically. Decorators provide flexible alter-
native to subclassing for extending functionality.

Figure 5.3 depicts the Decorator Pattern. Since some details of user are mandatory and some are
optional, The Decorator pattern can be used to add or remove optional attributes dynamically.

• UserDetails defines an interface for objects that can have responsibilities added to
them dynamically.

• Trader defines object to which additional attributes can be attached.
• Decorator defines an interface for defining additional attributes like address, phone num-

ber, etc.



Figure 5.3 Decorator Pattern

5.1.4 Observer

Intent: Define relationship amongst a collection of objects such that whenever one object is updat-
ed all others are notified automatically.

Here Observer object, which is buyer or seller acts as Observer and Auction object, containing
Notifier acts as a Subject. After winner determination, Notifier object hands the responsibili-
ty to the Observer object to update the winners and corresponding price to be paid This is shown
in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4 Observer Pattern

5.1.5 COMPOSITE

Intent: Compose objects into tree structures to represent part-whole hierarchies. Composite lets
clients treat individual objects and compositions of objects uniformly.

Composite pattern is an abstract class that represents both primitives and their containers. Since
Bid can be a single item bid or combinatorial bid, composite pattern can be used here.



• BidItem declares the interface for objects in the composition.
• SingleItem defines behavior for primitive objects in the composition.
• CombinatorialItem defines behavior for components having children.

Figure 5.5 The Composite Pattern for Bid 

5.1.6 Mediator

Intent: Define an object that encapsulates how a set of objects interact.Mediator promotes loosa
coupling by keeping objects from refering to each other explicitly, and it lets you vary their interac-
tion independently.

Figure  5.6  depicts  the  Mediator  Pattern.   In  Exchange  auction  multiple  buyers and  multiple
sellers need to interact with each other by bidding and offering. Since this communication is
complex, we  use Monitor as Mediator.

Figure 5.6 Mediator Pattern



5.1.7 Singleton

Intent: Ensure a class has only one instance and provide a global point of access

Here, if we wish to maintain our storage media distributed in the network, it is not a good idea to
make multiple connections. The Singleton pattern is applied for  DataManager class.  DataMan-
ager is responsible for making the connection to the remote database. It provides an abstraction
of where the database is located. 

And also, multiple buyers(agents) and sellers(agents)  participate in Auction simultaniously,then
we need only one instance of the Auction house,that is implemented using singleton as Vipani-
Manager.

Figure 5.7 Singleton Pattern

5.1.8 State

Intent: Allow an object to alter its behavior when its internal state changes. The object will appear
to change its class.

Once the Auction is created,  it  can in any of the three states  NotStarted,InProgress and
Closed. This can be depicted in fig5.8 using State Pattern.

Figure 5.8 State Pattern



6. DEPLOYMENT MODEL FOR VIPANI

Table 6.0 tells  us to which component  the classes depicted in the Design Class Diagram are
mapped.

Name of the 
Component

Classes in Design Class Diagram

VipaniManager VipaniManager
Trader Trader, Buyer, Seller, Monitor
Agents TradingAgent, BuyingAgent, SellingAgent

Auction
Auction, Rules, Bid, Offer, WinnerDetermination, PricingUnit, 
Notifier, Winners, Item

DatabaseManager DatabaseManager

Table 6.0 Mapping between Class Diagram and Components

6.1 A HIGH LEVEL  COMPONENT  DIAGRAM

Figure 6.1 depicts a high-level component view of VIPANI using UML package diagram. 

Client Package: Consists of HTML pages, which enable the user to interact with the system. 

WebServer Package: Consists of JSP/Servlets, which handle the requests from the clients and
are responsible for invoking appropriated objects in the Business Logic Package. 

Messaging Package:  Consists of mechanisms used for client and server communication, such
as XML.

Business Logic Package: Consists of worker classes, which implement the auction logic part.
This package uses the services of Database Package. The classes in this package perform activi-
ties like winner determination, pricing etc.

Database Package: Consists of classes whose implementation depends on the persistent storage
media chosen.  The DataManager class in this package is responsible for maintaining connectivity
with the Database and acts as an interface for other classes performing certain operations like in-
sert, update, delete, and select on the Data Base. 

Persistent Storage Package: Database system used.



Figure 6.1. A High level component view for VIPANI


